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ABSTRACT

Using the attribution Theory, the study examines the relative trust loss in a hacking versus unauthorized information sharing
by a Website. An experiment was conducted in which the respondents were asked to view a website and answer questions
related to their trust, at two different phases both before and after reading the news scenario. The results of the study show
that users experience significantly higher degree of trust drop when the website intentionally and unethically share the user
data with other companies for data mining or other unauthorized purposes as opposed to information hacking by unknown
hackers. The findings suggest that there is more to privacy than just exposure. Both the scenarios entailed exposure of the
same number of user accounts, still the trust lost was greater for unauthorized sharing instead of hacking. It suggests that
privacy is important, no doubt, however, the way it is lost, is important as well.
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INTRODUCTION

Trust is so important for e-commerce, that it will not be inappropriate to say that trust empowers an e-commerce website
more than its web server. Hacking and unauthorized information sharing are serious problems that shake up the users’ trust in
e-commerce, in general, and a website in particular. The study examines the relative trust loss in a hacking versus
unauthorized information sharing by a website. Marketing researchers have long known that it is more expensive to attract a
new customer, than to retain the existing customer (Johnson 2003). Perceived Trust violation often keeps the existing
customers at bay. These customers can be wooed over by repairing the broken trust. Researchers have recently started to
delve deeper into this area of winning back the trust (e.g., Elangovan et al. 2007; Goles et al. 2009; Liao et al. 2008; Kim et
al. 2009). However, till date there is little knowledge about the trust lost related to unauthorized sharing and hacking.
Examining the relative trust lost not only furthers our insight about these issues, but could also help in devising the
appropriate trust repair program for these scenarios.
THEORY AND THE RESEARCH MODEL
Trust violation

Trust violation has been defined by Bies and Tripp’s (1996) as “unmet expectations concerning another’s behavior or when
the person [or the trustee] does not act consistent with one’s values” (p. 248).
Initial trust

Mayer et al. (1995) argued that “outcomes of trusting behaviors will lead to updating of prior perceptions of the trust in the
trustee. The initial trust is primarily an assumption based trust (Kim et al. 2009; McKnight et al. 1998), and hence would
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decline as the assumptions seem to be invalid. Initial trust comprises of primarily two things trusting intentions meaning that
the trustor is willing to depend upon the trustee in a given situation; and trusting beliefs, meaning that the trustor believes that
the trustee possesses the ability, benevolence and integrity in the given situation (McKnight et al. 1998).

Trust
Beliefs

General Definition (Mayer et
al. 1995)

Definition as applied to e-commerce context
(Bhattacherjee et al. 2002)

Keywords

Ability

Group of skills, competencies,
and characteristics that enable
a party to have influence
within some specific domain
(p. 717)

In e-commerce contexts, user perceptions of firm's
ability are based on two related beliefs: (1)
whether the firm is competent (expert or skilled)
enough to perform the intended behavior, and (2)
whether the firm has access to the knowledge
required to perform the behavior appropriately
(p.217)

Skills

Benevolence

Extent to which a trustee is
believed to want to do good to
the trustor, aside from an
egocentric profit motive. It
suggests that that the trustee
has some specific attachment
to the trustor (p.718)

Benevolent firms should at the very least: (1)
demonstrate receptivity and empathy toward users'
concerns and needs, and (2) proactively make
good-faith efforts to resolve user concerns. (p.219)

Empathy

Integrity

Trustor’ s perception that the
trustee adheres to a set of
principles that the trustor finds
acceptable (p.719)

In e-commerce contexts, rules of integrity refer to:
(1) conduct of online transactions, (2) customer
service policies following a transaction, and (3)
firm's use of private user information. (p.219)

Honesty

Table 1. Trust Dimensions

As the assumptions related to the trusting beliefs are shaken, the trust which was formed easily would also be lost easily. By
willfully sharing the user information with unauthorized entities, the website downplays all of the trusting beliefs: ability,
benevolence, and integrity. Table 1 lists the general- and the corresponding contextual-definitions of these terms. Moreover,
trust declines when one has “developed some level of trust and then perceives distrusting evidence due to the causal
attributions made for the negative outcome” (Tomlinson and Mayer 2009, p. 89). Hence:
H1: Users with high initial trust will experience more trust drop.

Scenario: Sharing vs. hacking

Attribution Theory suggests that in the context of negative news, the degree of attribution primarily depends upon three
things; whether the cause of the violation is perceived to be internal or external, perceived likelihood of recurrence, and the
extent to which the user perceives that the violator could have controlled the outcome (Wang and Huff 2007; Weiner 1985).
With the unauthorized sharing of user information, the trustor believes that the event was controllable, the trustee could have
avoided sharing the information in an unauthorized way, the trustee was responsible, and, if the trustee is unethically
involved in information sharing, it might do it again in the future. The integrity belief would decline when the user perceive
the website to be using the user information in an unethical way; the benevolence belief would decline when the user
perceives that the website has little empathy for them and is willing to compromise their privacy for its own gains; similarly,
the ability belief would decline as well when the user perceives that the website is not skilled and competent enough to be
profitable on its own, and is thus resorting to tactics like sharing user information in an unauthorized way to gain business
advantage. In hacking scenarios, users, for the most part if not completely, will exempt the website from any wrong doing
and would in turn shift the majority of the blame externally on to the unknown hacker. The users might also associate the
trustee has having less control over hacking event.
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In unauthorized sharing based scenarios, decline in all three trusting beliefs would exert a downward push on the trust, more
than the downward push for hacking based scenarios. Moreover, high initial trust users may feel even more downward
pressure on their trust as opposed to low initial trust users for unauthorized sharing. High initial trust users would feel more
wronged by unauthorized sharing, than low initial trust users. We as humans get more offended by the loved ones than by the
strangers (Fitzpatrick and Winke 1979). Extending the above line of reasoning to trust domain, it could be argued that the
high initial trust of the users will give them more reasons to feel offended by unauthorized sharing. Hence,
H2: Users will experience bigger trust drop for sharing scenario as opposed to hacking scenario.
H3: Initial trust level will moderate the trust drop associated with a negative news scenario in such a way that there
will be bigger drop in trust for high initial trust users for unauthorized sharing news.
The research model is explained in Figure 1.

Scenario
H2

Trust Drop

H3
H1

Initial Trust

Figure 1. Research Model

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Data were collected from students studying in a Midwestern University. A total of 364 usable responses are included in this
analysis. Students were shown a website and their initial trust (Trust1) was measured. Later the students were randomly
shown one of the two scenarios (Table2): hacking news or unauthorized information sharing news.
Hacking

Sharing

The website you saw announced late Sunday that
criminal hackers broke into its systems and had access
to personal information on potentially more than 24
million customer accounts. This sheer size is quite
similar to the number of accounts Sony's PlayStation
Network reported stolen in April 2011 i.e. 77 million.

The website you saw has been alleged to sharing
unauthorized personal information on potentially more
than 24 million customer accounts with a data mining
company. This sheer size is quite similar to the number of
accounts Sony's PlayStation Network reported stolen in
April 2011 i.e. 77 million.

Table 2. Scenario Description
Both news scenarios involved the same magnitude of number of user accounts affected i.e. 24 million. Trust in the website
was measured again (Trust2). Trust drop was tabulated by subtracting Trust2 from Trust1. We developed two factors for
Trust1 and familiarity based on the four trust and two familiarity items, respectively. We split the Trust1 factor into high and
low based on positive and negative factor scores. Anova analysis was then performed. Trust drop was used as the dependent
variable; trust1: high vs. low, and scenario: sharing vs. hacking was used as the two factors. We controlled for familiarity by
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using it as a continuous variable. Prior research has shown that trust bonding increases with prior familiarity (Gefen et al.
2003a), and thus might soften the trust drop.

Hacking
Sharing
Overall

Male

Female

N

86
72
158

93
108
201

181
183
364

Age
Range
18-56
18-54
18-56

Age
Mean (Std dev)
21.96(5.320)
22.33(5.780)
22.14 (5.551)

Table 3. Demographics

Scenario based research design is appropriate for this study as it controls for outside factors, moreover the responses to
scenarios are known to be accurate and reliable reflections of the actual user decisions and reactions (Elangovan et al. 2007).
The average age of the respondents is shown in the Table 3. The EFA analysis was performed for sharing and hacking based
scenarios separately. EFA analysis is shown in the Table 4. The factor loadings are more than .7, and there are no cross
loadings more than .40. The analysis, thus, confirms discriminant and convergent validity of the constructs.

Trust items were adapted from Gefen et al. (2003b). The items used are shown in Table 5.
Construct

Trust

Familiarity

Code
Tr1
Tr2
Tr3
Tr4
Fam1
Fam2

Item (on a scale of 0 to 10)
I believe that the website is
…..not honest at all / very honest
…..opportunistic / dependable
…..not reliable at all / very reliable
In general the level of my trust for the website is (very low / very high)
I believe that the degree of my familiarity with the Website is (very low / very high)
I believe that the degree of my prior experience with the Website is (very low / very
high)
Table 5. Scale

RESULT

The results are shown in Figure2. The left axis represent the trust drop. The horizontal axis represents binary categories of
high and low initial trust. All the hypotheses were supported. The users lost more trust for sharing scenario (p value .000).
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Trust Drop

Users with high initial trust lost more trust (p value .000). The initial trust level played a moderating role such that those who
had high initial trust, lost more trust for the sharing scenario than for the hacking scenario (p value .003).

Dark line: Sharing scenario
Light line: Hacking scenario
Low initial
trust

High initial
trust
Figure 2. Result

DISCUSSION

The study provides several key theoretical implications. Studying trust lost is a timely issue. Prior trust has been known to be
positively associated with trust revision (Zahedi and Song 2008). However, in lieu of negative news we show that the prior
trust could also accelerate the trust decline as well. The finding also shows that not all privacy loss is equal. Both the
scenarios entailed exposure of the same number of user accounts, still the trust lost was greater for unauthorized sharing
instead of hacking. It suggests that privacy is important, no doubt, however, the way it is lost, is important as well. The
interaction effect of scenario and initial trust levels provide rich support to the argument that there is more trust decline in the
sharing scenario for high initial trust users. This shows that high trusting users feel more wronged by sharing news as
compared to hacking news. There are several key managerial implications as well. Initial trust gets developed easily, and our
study shows that it can also disappear easily – more easily when the basic assumptions on which it is based seem to be
violated. Website managers should understand that even though sharing of user information is legally allowed, the users still
find it more punitive than hacking. This study has limited generalizability since the respondents were students studying in a
Midwestern university. Future research should look at different demographics, preferably across different cultural settings.
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